Due to the threat of COVID-19, all meetings will be held remotely using Zoom unless otherwise noted. Information to join the meetings will be posted on the online calendar.

Monday, August 8, 2022

LUPC - 5:30 p.m.
- Stillpoint Meadows (Priester’s Pond Subdivision) Modification - WT (DRI 279-M) Modification Review
- Vineyard Wind Maintenance Building - Tis (DRI 81-M3) Post-Public Hearing Review
- New England Wind Connector Cable - Edg (DRI 732) Post-Public Hearing Review

Tuesday, August 9, 2022

Site Visit - 43 Look Street, Vineyard Haven (C.R. 4-2022) - 5:00 p.m.

Thursday, August 11, 2022

Commission Meeting - 7:00 p.m.
- Red Arrow Road Community Housing (South Mountain Modification) - WT (DRI 462-M5) Public Hearing
- 43 Look St Demolition - Tis (C.R. 4-2022) Concurrence Review
- 17 School Street Demolition - OB (DRI 722) Deliberation & Decision
- Island Autism Master Plan - WT (DRI 719) Written Decision

Monday, August 15, 2022

LUPC - 5:30 p.m.
- Safe Harbor Marina - Tis (DRI 258-M2) Traffic Report Update
- 1133 Main Street Demolition - Tis (DRI 733) Post-Public Hearing Review
- Vineyard Wind Helicopter Hangar - WT (DRI 725) Post-Public Hearing Review
- Menotomy Building - OB (DRI 695-M) Modification Review

Thursday, August 18, 2022

Fair Week - No MVC Meeting

Monday, August 22, 2022

LUPC - 5:30 p.m.
- Meshacket Commons - Edg (DRI 734) Pre-Public Hearing Review (tentative)
- 371 Edgartown-WT Road Events - WT (C.R. 3-2022) Concurrence Review (tentative)
Thursday, August 25, 2022

Commission Meeting - 7:00 p.m.
- 7 Arlington Ave Demolition - OB (DRI 718) Re-Opened Public Hearing
- Vineyard Wind Maintenance Building - Tis (DRI 81-M3) Deliberation & Decision
- 1133 Main Street Demolition - Tis (DRI 733) Deliberation & Decision

Thursday, September 1, 2022

Commission Meeting - 7:00 p.m.
- Safe Harbor Marina - Tis (DRI 258-M2) Continued Public Hearing
- Martha’s Vineyard Hospital - Navigator Homes - Edg (DRI 720) Continued Public Hearing
- Vineyard Wind Helicopter Hangar - WT (DRI 725) Deliberation & Decision